FIRST ARTICLE - TOOLING FABRICATION AND TEST
Seller shall proceed with the development and fabrication of one lot of production special tooling associated with and required for the manufacture, fabrication, and assembly of the material described herein: Seller is to manufacture, fabricate, or otherwise acquire tooling to the extent, quality and capability of producing as a minimum, the quantities and production rates of material to be produced under this purchase contract.

In conjunction with the manufacture of the special tooling described herein, Seller is to provide Buyer with such drawings, descriptive sheets, use summaries, identification lists or other written materials that fully describe and identify each tool, and indicate tool production usage by Buyer part number.

Approval and acceptance of special tooling described herein shall be accomplished in concert with First Article acceptance of material under this purchase contract.

Upon completion and acceptance by Buyer, all special tooling manufactured, fabricated or otherwise acquired by Seller under this purchase contract will become the sole property of Buyer and title to such special tooling shall be vested in Buyer.